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Overview of Congress
Bicameralism = Two houses

House of Reps = closer to people
• Elected by the people
• Smaller districts
• 2 year term
• Entire body elected every 2 years
• Revenue bills must originate in the house

How do these make the House more responsive to
the people?
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Overview of Congress
Senate

Size: 100 members
Term: 6 years

Qualifications: 30 years old, citizen for 9
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upper-class lawyers in their 50s = status
quo/conservative bias
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Special Advantage: Gerrymandering

1. Reapportionment: Redistribution of 435 seats
in the House on the basis of changes in the state
populations.

a. Reps per state determined by pop.
b. Census conducted every 10 yrs.
c. Census shows populations changes and

seats are allotted based upon new
numbers
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Redistricting Requirements:
1. Districts must be as near equal in population

as possible
2. District lines must be contiguous
3. Racial gerrymandering is prohibited (Shaw v.

Reno, 1993).  Race may not be the primary
factor in drawing district lines (Miller v.
Johnson, 1995)
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Committees
 Core of Congress where bills are considered

 Committees allow members to specialize
in policy areas and become experts

 Congressional division of labor achieved through
committees
 Committee chairs act as "gatekeepers“

 Standing committees have fixed membership,
officers, rules, staff, and offices
 Majority party sets rules and chooses officers
 Majority party always has most committee members
 Jurisdiction is defined by subject matter of legislation
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 Selection of members:

 Importance of getting on the right committee (where you can
best represent your constituents)

 Assigned by Steering committee or Committee on Committees
 Party with majority in Congress has majority of seats on
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 Secret ballot in party caucus or conference of leaders.
 Seniority rule generally followed.
 Advantages of seniority rules: experience, stability, expertise.
 Disadvantages of seniority rules: conservative bias/status quo,

rural bias (why would this be the case?)
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committees of Congress. They have both
legislative and oversight powers.
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 Conference committees:

 Temporary committees comprised of members of both
houses

 Develop compromise language for a bill when versions
differ

 After conference committee sends bill back - no
amendments are allowed and bill is generally passed

 “Third House of Congress”
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Committees - examples
 Committee on judiciary checks Justice Department
 Committee on commerce checks Commerce

Department
 Committee on national security checks Defense

Department
 95 percent of the 10,000 bills introduced die in

committee
 Committee chair is from majority party

 Schedules hearings
 Selects subcommittee members
 Appoints committee staff
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